State University System of Florida and UCF Strategic Planning Links
Florida Board of Governors (BOG) Strategic Plan
http://www.flbog.edu/board/_doc/strategicplan/2025_System_Strategic_Plan_Amended_FINAL.pdf
2025 Florida BOG Goals
To realize its mission and its 2025 vision for the State University System, the Board of Governors will focus on three
critical points of emphasis that will provide a framework for the targeted 2025 Goals and recognize the university’s
teaching, research, and public service priorities: Excellence, Productivity, and Strategic Priorities for a Knowledge
Economy.
Excellence
The Board of Governors continues to expect the state universities to provide academic programs of the highest quality,
to produce world class, consequential research, and to reach out and engage Florida’s communities and businesses in a
meaningful and measurable way.
Productivity
Florida must increase the educational attainment levels of its citizens and increase the entrepreneurial spirit of its
workforce. To accomplish this, the state universities must respond by becoming more efficient in awarding degrees and
focus on improving its portfolio of research and intellectual property to outside investors.
Strategic Priorities for a Knowledge Economy
The Board of Governors acknowledges that simply producing more with greater efficiencies is not inherently strategic,
so this plan also has a focus on Strategic Priorities within each of the tri-partite missions that need to be prioritized to
better align university outputs with state economic and workforce needs.
2025 Florida BOG Goals
The chart below displays nine general goals for the state universities. The 2025 Goals will strengthen quality and
reputation and maximize resource utilization to increase productivity in each of the priority areas.

Florida BOG Programs of Strategic Emphasis
http://www.flbog.edu/pressroom/strategic_emphasis/
 Critical Workforce: Education
 Critical Workforce: Health
 Critical Workforce: Gap Analysis
 Economic Development: Global Competitiveness
 Economic Development: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM)

UCF Strategic Plan— Collective Impact
http://www.ucf.edu/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/UCF-Strategic-Plan-BOT-FINAL-052616-Web.pdf
Our Impact
We use the power of scale and the pursuit of excellence to solve tomorrow’s greatest challenges and to make a better
future for our students and society. Through learning, discovery, and partnerships, we transform lives and livelihoods.
Our Promise
 Harness the power of scale to transform lives and livelihoods.
 Attract and cultivate exceptional and diverse faculty, students, and staff whose collective contributions
strengthen us.
 Deploy our distinctive assets to solve society’s greatest challenges.
 Create partnerships at every level that amplify our academic, economic, social, and cultural impact and
reputation.
 Innovate academic, operational, and financial models to transform higher education.
UCF Goals
 to offer the best undergraduate education available in Florida
 to achieve international prominence in key programs of graduate study and research
 to provide international focus to our curricula and research programs
 to become more inclusive and diverse
 to be America’s leading partnership university

Key Performance Funding Metrics
State University System of Florida Performance Funding Metrics Overview
http://www.flbog.edu/about/budget/docs/performance_funding/Overview-Doc-Performance-Funding-10-MetricModel-Condensed-Version.pdf
Path to Preeminence: Five-year Benchmarking Plan for UCF
http://flbog.edu/documents_meetings/0201_1010_7588_7.5.2%20SPC%2004b%20UCF%205Year%20Emerging%20Preeminence%20Plan.pdf
UCF Metrics

